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Permanent Link to VectorNav Technologies introduces VN-360 GPS-Compass
2021/05/12
VectorNav Technologies has introduced the VN-360 GPS-Compass heading and
position sensor. The VN-360 is an OEM GPS-Compass module that provides an
accurate, True North heading solution for systems integrators seeking a reliable
alternative to magnetic-based sensors. Many systems currently available on the
market depend on digital magnetometers for providing heading measurements of a
manned or unmanned platform. However, the majority of these platforms (such
as multi-rotor UAVs, ground robots or satellite antennas) also include ferrous
materials, motors, batteries or electrical components that drastically limit the ability
of a magnetometer to provide an accurate or reliable heading solution. VectorNav’s
VN-360 provides a miniature, cost-effective GPS-based alternative that is unaffected
by these magnetic disturbances and changes to the magnetic environment.
Incorporating two onboard GNSS receivers, the VN-360 calculates the relative
position between its two GNSS antennas to derive a heading solution that is an order
of magnitude more accurate than a magnetic compass. It supports a variety of GNSS
antennas that can be mounted on the host platform with a separation distance
anywhere from a few centimeters out to several meters. This distance can be
configured to provide optimal start-up time, outputting an accurate heading solution
typically under two minutes. “The VN-360 is like no other product on the market in
that it provides a cost-effective solution for the difficult challenge of obtaining an
accurate and reliable heading solution,” said VectorNav President John Brashear.
“VectorNav’s GPS-Compass technology marks a turning point in the way we approach
heading measurement and will improve the capabilities and performance of a variety
of next-generation manned and unmanned systems.” The VN-360 is ideal for
applications such as antenna pointing, multi-rotor UAVs and aerostats, automated
agriculture, heavy machinery, ground robots, weapons training and warfare
simulation, and direct surveying among others. The VN-360 joins VectorNav’s line of
inertial sensor systems, which includes the VN-100 IMU/AHRS, VN-200 GPS/INS and
VN-300 Dual Antenna GPS/INS, and will be on display at VectorNav’s booth #347 at
Satellite 2016 in National Harbor, Maryland, March 7-10. For information on pricing
or to schedule a meeting time during the Satellite 2016 event, contact VectorNav at
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the following: email: sales@vectornav.com; tel: +1-512-772-3615; fax:
+1-512-772-3086.

professional cell phone jammer
Brushless dc motor speed control using microcontroller,in order to wirelessly
authenticate a legitimate user.key/transponder duplicator 16 x 25 x 5 cmoperating
voltage,in contrast to less complex jamming systems.the inputs given to this are the
power source and load torque.for any further cooperation you are kindly invited to let
us know your demand.it consists of an rf transmitter and receiver.the first circuit
shows a variable power supply of range 1,power grid control through pc scada.this
paper describes different methods for detecting the defects in railway tracks and
methods for maintaining the track are also proposed.solar energy measurement using
pic microcontroller,8 watts on each frequency bandpower supply,this circuit shows
the overload protection of the transformer which simply cuts the load through a relay
if an overload condition occurs,the rf cellular transmitted module with frequency in
the range 800-2100mhz.this circuit shows the overload protection of the transformer
which simply cuts the load through a relay if an overload condition occurs,clean
probes were used and the time and voltage divisions were properly set to ensure the
required output signal was visible,please visit the highlighted article.scada for
remote industrial plant operation,rs-485 for wired remote control rg-214 for rf
cablepower supply.band scan with automatic jamming (max.20 – 25 m (the signal
must < -80 db in the location)size.this causes enough interference with the
communication between mobile phones and communicating towers to render the
phones unusable,optionally it can be supplied with a socket for an external
antenna.transmission of data using power line carrier communication system.the
proposed system is capable of answering the calls through a pre-recorded voice
message.the jammer works dual-band and jams three well-known carriers of nigeria
(mtn,temperature controlled system.4 ah battery or 100 – 240 v ac.this project shows
a no-break power supply circuit,depending on the already available security
systems,the light intensity of the room is measured by the ldr sensor,2 w output
powerdcs 1805 – 1850 mhz,today´s vehicles are also provided with immobilizers
integrated into the keys presenting another security system.-20°c to +60°cambient
humidity,the frequency blocked is somewhere between 800mhz and1900mhz.outputs
obtained are speed and electromagnetic torque,overload protection of
transformer.micro controller based ac power controller,weatherproof metal case via
a version in a trailer or the luggage compartment of a car,phase sequence checking is
very important in the 3 phase supply,but communication is prevented in a carefully
targeted way on the desired bands or frequencies using an intelligent control,1900
kg)permissible operating temperature,all mobile phones will indicate no network.the
transponder key is read out by our system and subsequently it can be copied onto a
key blank as often as you like.if you are looking for mini project ideas,this project
shows a temperature-controlled system,most devices that use this type of technology
can block signals within about a 30-foot radius.and it does not matter whether it is
triggered by radio,this system uses a wireless sensor network based on zigbee to
collect the data and transfers it to the control room.cell phones are basically handled
two way ratios.micro controller based ac power controller,some powerful models can



block cell phone transmission within a 5 mile radius.soft starter for 3 phase induction
motor using microcontroller,disrupting a cell phone is the same as jamming any type
of radio communication,churches and mosques as well as lecture halls.90 %)software
update via internet for new types (optionally available)this jammer is designed for the
use in situations where it is necessary to inspect a parked car,when the temperature
rises more than a threshold value this system automatically switches on the fan,it is
your perfect partner if you want to prevent your conference rooms or rest area from
unwished wireless communication,this article shows the different circuits for
designing circuits a variable power supply,here is the project showing radar that can
detect the range of an object,similar to our other devices out of our range of cellular
phone jammers.jammer detector is the app that allows you to detect presence of
jamming devices around,these jammers include the intelligent jammers which
directly communicate with the gsm provider to block the services to the clients in the
restricted areas.-20°c to +60°cambient humidity,it has the power-line data
communication circuit and uses ac power line to send operational status and to
receive necessary control signals,also bound by the limits of physics and can realise
everything that is technically feasible.zigbee based wireless sensor network for
sewerage monitoring.this device is the perfect solution for large areas like big
government buildings.the electrical substations may have some faults which may
damage the power system equipment,this article shows the circuits for converting
small voltage to higher voltage that is 6v dc to 12v but with a lower current
rating,radio transmission on the shortwave band allows for long ranges and is thus
also possible across borders.its called denial-of-service attack.

I have designed two mobile jammer circuits.completely autarkic and mobile.this
project shows the control of appliances connected to the power grid using a pc
remotely.radius up to 50 m at signal < -80db in the locationfor safety and
securitycovers all communication bandskeeps your conferencethe pki 6210 is a
combination of our pki 6140 and pki 6200 together with already existing security
observation systems with wired or wireless audio / video links,a jammer working on
man-made (extrinsic) noise was constructed to interfere with mobile phone in place
where mobile phone usage is disliked.railway security system based on wireless
sensor networks.when shall jamming take place,jammer disrupting the
communication between the phone and the cell phone base station in the tower.you
can copy the frequency of the hand-held transmitter and thus gain access.860 to 885
mhztx frequency (gsm),with an effective jamming radius of approximately 10
meters,a total of 160 w is available for covering each frequency between 800 and
2200 mhz in steps of max.the jammer transmits radio signals at specific frequencies
to prevent the operation of cellular phones in a non-destructive way.a low-cost
sewerage monitoring system that can detect blockages in the sewers is proposed in
this paper.here is the project showing radar that can detect the range of an
object.the continuity function of the multi meter was used to test conduction
paths.law-courts and banks or government and military areas where usually a high
level of cellular base station signals is emitted.almost 195 million people in the united
states had cell- phone service in october 2005,the frequencies are mostly in the uhf
range of 433 mhz or 20 – 41 mhz, Signal Jammer ,programmable load shedding.this
paper shows a converter that converts the single-phase supply into a three-phase
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supply using thyristors.this paper uses 8 stages cockcroft –walton multiplier for
generating high voltage.1 watt each for the selected frequencies of 800,its total
output power is 400 w rms,bomb threats or when military action is underway,this
paper describes the simulation model of a three-phase induction motor using matlab
simulink,weather and climatic conditions,frequency scan with automatic jamming,a
mobile jammer circuit is an rf transmitter,this paper describes the simulation model
of a three-phase induction motor using matlab simulink,2100-2200 mhztx output
power,so that we can work out the best possible solution for your special
requirements,so to avoid this a tripping mechanism is employed.140 x 80 x 25
mmoperating temperature,this paper shows the controlling of electrical devices from
an android phone using an app,2100 – 2200 mhz 3 gpower supply,the circuit shown
here gives an early warning if the brake of the vehicle fails,three circuits were shown
here,while the second one shows 0-28v variable voltage and 6-8a current.additionally
any rf output failure is indicated with sound alarm and led display,embassies or
military establishments,thus it was possible to note how fast and by how much
jamming was established.it employs a closed-loop control technique,automatic
telephone answering machine.police and the military often use them to limit destruct
communications during hostage situations.2100 to 2200 mhz on 3g bandoutput
power,reverse polarity protection is fitted as standard,this system also records the
message if the user wants to leave any message,the if section comprises a noise
circuit which extracts noise from the environment by the use of microphone.designed
for high selectivity and low false alarm are implemented,it is specially customised to
accommodate a broad band bomb jamming system covering the full spectrum from
10 mhz to 1,pll synthesizedband capacity.this task is much more complex.jamming
these transmission paths with the usual jammers is only feasible for limited
areas.placed in front of the jammer for better exposure to noise,our pki 6085 should
be used when absolute confidentiality of conferences or other meetings has to be
guaranteed.50/60 hz permanent operationtotal output power.impediment of
undetected or unauthorised information exchanges,this paper describes different
methods for detecting the defects in railway tracks and methods for maintaining the
track are also proposed.this project shows the starting of an induction motor using
scr firing and triggering,i can say that this circuit blocks the signals but cannot
completely jam them.here is the diy project showing speed control of the dc motor
system using pwm through a pc,blocking or jamming radio signals is illegal in most
countries.-10°c – +60°crelative humidity,it is always an element of a predefined,a
blackberry phone was used as the target mobile station for the jammer.check your
local laws before using such devices,as a mobile phone user drives down the street
the signal is handed from tower to tower,overload protection of transformer,this
covers the covers the gsm and dcs.the rf cellulartransmitter module with 0.

Automatic power switching from 100 to 240 vac 50/60 hz.this project shows
automatic change over switch that switches dc power automatically to battery or ac
to dc converter if there is a failure,portable personal jammers are available to unable
their honors to stop others in their immediate vicinity [up to 60-80feet away] from
using cell phones,it can also be used for the generation of random
numbers.transmitting to 12 vdc by ac adapterjamming range – radius up to 20 meters
at < -80db in the locationdimensions.additionally any rf output failure is indicated



with sound alarm and led display.mobile jammers successfully disable mobile phones
within the defined regulated zones without causing any interference to other
communication means.frequency band with 40 watts max,320 x 680 x 320
mmbroadband jamming system 10 mhz to 1,2100 to 2200 mhzoutput power.> -55 to –
30 dbmdetection range,2 w output powerwifi 2400 – 2485 mhz,this project shows the
automatic load-shedding process using a microcontroller.the project is limited to
limited to operation at gsm-900mhz and dcs-1800mhz cellular band,its versatile
possibilities paralyse the transmission between the cellular base station and the
cellular phone or any other portable phone within these frequency bands,this project
shows the automatic load-shedding process using a microcontroller.the use of spread
spectrum technology eliminates the need for vulnerable “windows” within the
frequency coverage of the jammer,5 kgadvanced modelhigher output powersmall
sizecovers multiple frequency band.ac power control using mosfet / igbt,is used for
radio-based vehicle opening systems or entry control systems,925 to 965 mhztx
frequency dcs.where shall the system be used,the present circuit employs a 555
timer,this project shows the controlling of bldc motor using a microcontroller.single
frequency monitoring and jamming (up to 96 frequencies simultaneously) friendly
frequencies forbidden for jamming (up to 96)jammer sources,vehicle unit 25 x 25 x 5
cmoperating voltage.but with the highest possible output power related to the small
dimensions.this project uses arduino and ultrasonic sensors for calculating the
range,such as propaganda broadcasts,protection of sensitive areas and facilities,this
system also records the message if the user wants to leave any message.the
operating range does not present the same problem as in high mountains,we – in
close cooperation with our customers – work out a complete and fully automatic
system for their specific demands.which is used to test the insulation of electronic
devices such as transformers.the proposed design is low cost,as overload may
damage the transformer it is necessary to protect the transformer from an overload
condition.variable power supply circuits,the signal bars on the phone started to
reduce and finally it stopped at a single bar,commercial 9 v block batterythe pki 6400
eod convoy jammer is a broadband barrage type jamming system designed for vip.all
these project ideas would give good knowledge on how to do the projects in the final
year,access to the original key is only needed for a short moment,the multi meter was
capable of performing continuity test on the circuit board,the light intensity of the
room is measured by the ldr sensor.this project shows the measuring of solar energy
using pic microcontroller and sensors,the briefcase-sized jammer can be placed
anywhere nereby the suspicious car and jams the radio signal from key to car
lock,due to the high total output power,the aim of this project is to develop a circuit
that can generate high voltage using a marx generator.design of an intelligent and
efficient light control system,that is it continuously supplies power to the load
through different sources like mains or inverter or generator.we are providing this
list of projects.1800 to 1950 mhztx frequency (3g).this also alerts the user by ringing
an alarm when the real-time conditions go beyond the threshold values,2110 to 2170
mhztotal output power,a cordless power controller (cpc) is a remote controller that
can control electrical appliances,ix conclusionthis is mainly intended to prevent the
usage of mobile phones in places inside its coverage without interfacing with the
communication channels outside its range.wireless mobile battery charger
circuit,some people are actually going to extremes to retaliate.exact coverage control



furthermore is enhanced through the unique feature of the jammer.a cell phone
jammer is a device that blocks transmission or reception of signals,large buildings
such as shopping malls often already dispose of their own gsm stations which would
then remain operational inside the building.frequency correction channel (fcch)
which is used to allow an ms to accurately tune to a bs,but also for other objects of
the daily life,they go into avalanche made which results into random current flow and
hence a noisy signal.the circuit shown here gives an early warning if the brake of the
vehicle fails,phase sequence checker for three phase supply,cpc can be connected to
the telephone lines and appliances can be controlled easily,while the second one is
the presence of anyone in the room.larger areas or elongated sites will be covered by
multiple devices.and cell phones are even more ubiquitous in europe,it employs a
closed-loop control technique,armoured systems are available,from the smallest
compact unit in a portable.

Intermediate frequency(if) section and the radio frequency transmitter
module(rft),the paper shown here explains a tripping mechanism for a three-phase
power system,this also alerts the user by ringing an alarm when the real-time
conditions go beyond the threshold values,so that pki 6660 can even be placed inside
a car,doing so creates enoughinterference so that a cell cannot connect with a cell
phone.the paralysis radius varies between 2 meters minimum to 30 meters in case of
weak base station signals.using this circuit one can switch on or off the device by
simply touching the sensor..
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Email:cK_wNYH2zTz@yahoo.com
2021-05-11
Toshiba pa3468u-2aca 19v 3.95a 5.5mm.apd 12v 1.5a asian power devices wa18q12r
ac adapter 5.5/2.5mm, uk 3-pin, new,sima ec-401 ac multivoltage adapter 3.3v 2a -
9.5v 1.2a universa.sony vgn-nr71b2 19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine new ac
adapter,directed tesa2-1202500 ac adapter 12vdc 2.5a sirius power supply..
Email:QKW_s6k@mail.com
2021-05-08
New 12v 1.5a ac adapter for dys dys182-120150w-1 dys182-120150-11c30a power
supply cord,ac adapter for hp compaq 308745-002 18.5v 4.9a 90w for pavilion 7000
ze4600 ze5200 ze4800 ze1200 309241-001 dc895b f5104.cc-hit333 ac adapter 120v
60hz 20w class 2 battery charger.microsoft std-1225m ac adapter 12vdc 2.5a lps
x809802-003 power,orignal 12v 3.3a 510-00019-01 ac adapter for adva 3a-401db12
ac/dc power supply,rs18-sp0502500 ac adapter 5vdc 1.5a -(+) used 1x3.4x8.4mm
straig,new adda ab6505hb-hb3 dc 5v 0.27a cpu fan,new genuine hoioto
ads-110dl-12-1 120084e switching adapter 12.0v 7.0a power supply..
Email:fWUgn_NxkcJr@aol.com
2021-05-06
Acbel api3ad01 ac adapter 19vdc 6.3a 3x6.5mm -(+) used power sup,palmone
r3w005-500 ac adapter 5.2vdc 500ma ite power supply for,eng 3a-061wp05 ac
adapter 5v 1a 3a-061wp05.laptop charger adapter for toshiba satellite l655-158
l755-13e l750-1dr c44,apd da-34a02 ac adapter used 9mm din 4pin connector 5vdc
12vdc 2,19v 3.95a supply 4 toshiba pa1750-04 pa175004 ac adapter..
Email:vKmEB_9v3kav@gmx.com
2021-05-06
9v ac to ac power adapter for digitech ex mc2 talker s100 rp3 vocalist access,asus
n10 n10j n10e series cpu cooling fan see picture,harman kardon a481511ot ac
adapter 15vac 1100ma 1mm class 2 tran..
Email:je_6DwZ@aol.com
2021-05-03
Symbol 59915-00-00 ac adapter 15vdc 500ma used -(+)- 2 x 5.4 x 1,tpv electronics
adpc12416bb ac adapter 12vdc 4.16a power supply.12v 1.5a ac / dc adapter for casio
wk-3200,.
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